Processing asymmetries for complex sounds: comparisons between behavioral ear advantages and electrophysiological asymmetries based on quantitative electroencephalography.
This experiment extends our earlier work on individual differences in ear advantages for complex sounds (Lauter 1982, 1983, 1984) to examine the results of combined behavioral and qEEG testing in the same subjects. Results include: (1) between-subject differences in absolute values together with between-subject agreements in terms of relative values, observed both for ear advantages (EAs) and hemisphere advantages (HAs); (2) within-subject agreement between behavioral (EAs) and physiological (HAs) measures of asymmetries; and (3) preliminary findings related to the interpretation of qEEG asymmetry data, such as the influence of hand movements on auditory-cortex qEEG recordings, and persistence of activation effects in which asymmetries evoked during a stimulation condition may be reflected in resting asymmetries observed during a subsequent control condition.